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ABSTRACT

Infovox is mqltetlng a speaker-dependent, pattem-matching word recognition system,
developed at KTII. The algorithms in the system have been-modified foi noise im-
munity, and performance has been evaluated in moving cars. The mainproblems were
word detection and noise compensation. After simulaoons we decided to use a close-
talking microphone and a "noise additionu method, where we added the measured
nois-e in tle moving car to the reference pattems recorded in a parked car. Using this
method, the recognition rate was improved fron 697o to 97Vo on a ten-word voiabu-
lary using the best microphone. A more extensive test was performed on the modified
recognition system using two cars and twelve speakers, seven male and five female.
Most of them were naive speakers. The twenty-word vocabulary contained some con-
fusable words and was trained in a parted car. During 98 sessions, 1,960 words were
read under different conditions with an average recognition rute of.867o. With closed
windows at 90 kn/h the mean was9l%o. An open window at the same speed decreased
theresult to82Vo.

IIYIRODUCTION

I1 spite of the reported 99+ per cent accuracy of word recognizers together with sim-
plicity of use and athactive pricing, the commercial breakthrough is still pending. One
reason could be shortcomings revealed when the systems leave laboratory environ-
ments and are exposed to the practical case of, e,g., the voice control of cellular tele-
phones with noisy background, changing microphone distance and different marurers
of speaking in noise and quiet. Yoice control of a vehicular telephone should be a self-
qrident application for a speech recognition system. Eyes and tiands are occupied by
driving the car. Simultaneous manipulation of a kelpad together with monitoring a
dashboard disptay is a clearly dangerous task for the driver as well as others. There is
already legislation in some countries against making telephone calls during driving and
other countries will probably follow.

Besides the above-mentioned difficulties, most specification requirements for
this application fall well within the performance of a standard isolated-word speaker-
dependent recognizer:
- The vocabulary could be restricted to less than 40 words.
- The recognition time is not very critical due to the progress time of the call which is

system-dependent and can be tenth of seconds.
- The stringent requirements of simplicity and considerably lower cost than the tele-

phorre itself can be met by using standard components like codecs, signal processors
and 8-bit CPUs.

- Speaker-dependence and training of the system is acceptable if this can be made in a
stationary car.

- If eror feedback control is used, recognition accuracy above 90 per cent should be
sufficient.
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BACKGROT]NI)

Reduction ofthenoise problem can be done at different stages in the speech recogni-
tionprocess. At the mircrophone level, high-directivity and ilose-talk faatures ma! be
used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in existing recognition systems. Research
with microphone arrays for dynamic focusing to the speaker's position will enable a
user to move more freely than with headset microphones or fired direction micro-
phones (ref l).

_On9e the nolse signal has been picked up, it will affect the recognition accu-
racy. To diminish the effects of the noise, one could try to separate it from the speech.
This can be done based on statistical knowledge of one of thi signals. Methods ior
doing this tras been developed for purposes of speech enhancement (refs 2, 3). Another
technique is to adapt the recognition system to the measured environmental noise. The
noise can be measured just before and/or after the sampled word. Reference templates
trained in a silent environment will have noise added during recognition, to simulate
that the training and recognition have occurred under the same erlvironmental condi-
tions. This method has been reported by Klaft and others (refs 4,5,6). Still another
possibility is to make the recognition algorithm less sensitive to noise. This could be
accomplished by-giving more weight to high energy regions of the input signal (ref 7).

The word botndary detectionproblem can tre approached by tictrni{ues for
rlcognition o! continuous speech or by including some samples beiore and-after the
detected word e-ndpoints into ttre sampled words and thus aiiowing for some uncer-
tainty in the endpoint detection. This method has been used in the-tnfovox RA-201 and
is also-later repotgd by Haltsonen (ref 8). The former method is obviously beffer, but
at moderate noise levels, the latter technique rnay prove quite adequate and it was also
used in this study.

- A problem that cannot be solved by the techniques mentioned above is the
change of the speaker's voice in high noise conditions-. Experimens have shown that
this effect can have the same influence on the recognition iate as the noise itself (ref
e).

We decided to test a system using the above techniques of noise adaptation of
the reference templates and allowing foi some uncertainty in ttre endpoint detection.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The Infovox RA-201 is a speaker-adaptive word recognition system using pattem
recognition and dynamic_programming. The speech signal is pieemphasiied by +6dB
per octave, sampled by 10 kIIz and fed into a NEC 7720 sigrrfu processor, which is
programmed as a 16 channel filter bank. The filters are spa-ed according to the critical
band scale and the output from the filters is rectified and-integrated ovei25 ms giving
10 filter sections per second. seven cepstral coefficients ct - Cl arc calculated-froni
the 16 amplitude values. Thgfirst coefficient, Cg, that contains the overall energy, is
not used-, so the cepsfal coefficients only describe the shape of ttre spectrum and are
not at all sensitive to the signal amplitude. Every coefficient is represented in one byte.
After endp-oint {et9c11o1, -t!e 

words are linearly normatized to 32}amples giving thim
a nominal length of 32* 25 = 800 ms. Each word now occupies 7 * 32 = D+Ayles.

In order to test the proposed noise-adaptive recognition atgorithms, we carried
out some preliminary efperiments on,a simulated system using a Data General Eclipse
minicomputer. We used recordings of a ten-word vocabulary (a total of 100 test
words) by one male and one female
spelker. The recordings were made with three differcnt microphones to compare their
performances. we goq the best results using a position-adjustable close-talki.ig micro-
phone placed about 10 cm from the mouth of the speaker. In the original Infovox sys-
tem the^endpo-int-detection was based mainly on the energies in the frequency range
from 200 to 500 IIz. The recordings showed ttrat the environmental noGe in ihe car
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had a maximum in the same firnge - especially with all windows closed - making the
sampling of the words very hazardous. It tumed out that using the summed energy of
all filters resulted in a safer endpoint detection.

liord recosllrm rn car5 dl m krlh
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Figure r. Different "";;Jffi.
The results of some different schemes for noise adaptation are shown in Figure I for
both speakers. First we see the percentage of erors using the adjustable microphone,
the endpoint detection described above and no adaptation to the noise. The amplitude
variation between successive filters could be very large. Reducing the difference
between filters to 10 dB gave the results shown. Adding white noise instead of the
measured noise to the reference templates gave some improvement but not as much as
adding the actual noise measured before the sampled word. Finally we see the results
using the actual noise plus smoothing. The last results show a substantial improve-
ment of the recogrrition compared to the first cases.

RESTJLTS USING TWELYE SPEAKERS

To more extensively test the best method above - noise adaptation plus spectral
smoothing - mobile test equipment was developed. The hardware copsisted of a stan-
dard, transportable PC-compatible computer and an Infovox RA 201/PC speech recog-
nition board. The software was modified to implement the new algorithms. Special
testing software was also developed, containing functions for training and recognition
with randomized lists, logging and displaying of the results.

The test was run with seven male and five female speakers. It was a rather diffi-
cult 20-word vocabulary, with phonetically close pairs like "nio"-"tio", uhem"-"fem"

and "Erik'L"Hiby" (nine-ten, home-five, Erik-Hiby), but also some longer words like
"Soeharjo" (aname) and "kontoret" (the office). Training the system was made in a
parked car repeating each word five times. For safety reasons the recordings were
made by the person sitting next to the driver. The speeds varied from 50 to 110 km/h.
The conditions also varied with different combinations of window opened/closed, rain
or no rain, radio on or off. During 98 sessions, 1,960 words were read under different
conditions. The tests were performed without using any sort of rejection of bad
matchings and the total number of substitutions were 285, giving a recognition rate of
867o. One-third of the substitutions came from the three phonetically similar word

' pairs. The mean result was 9lvo at 90 kfn/h with closed windows, varying between
78Vo and lOUVo per speaker. An open window at the same speed decreased the mean to
82Vo,the individual results varied betweenT2%o and91%o. We also tested a threshold
on the matching distances to reject bad matchings among the 1,960 words. As an
example, one of the tested thresholds resulted in 47o substitutions and 22Vo rcjecttons.
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DISCUSSION

We consider the results obtained quite satisfactory, especially when considering the
vocabulary. But there are, ofcourse, still some unresolved questions, e.g., weak
phonemes at the endpoints can obscure the noise measurements. It is not obvious
whether it is better to measure the noise before and/or after a word. Another problem is
how to set the energy threshold for endpoint detection - whether it should be fixed or
modified by the noise and/or speaking level. The method of rejection could be a fixed
threshold re.jecting words that have too large a matching distance to the best reference,
or a relative threshold rejecting words that have too small a distance to the second best
reference. A combination is also possible.

A complication using noise adaptation of the references is that the calculation of
the cepstral coefficient of the templates has to be done according to the actual noise of
each input word. This means that the reference pattems have to be stored as filter
amplitudes, requiring 32 * 16 = 512 bytes per reference compared to 224 bytes when
stored as cepstral coefficients. To get a noise-adapted reference, the 16 amplitudes of
the noise spectmm have to be compared to each of the 32 spectral sections of the refer-
ence template, keeping the maximum of the two amplitudes in each point. To calculate
the cepstral coefficients needs a total of 7 * 16 multiplications and additions per tem-
plate. By using the NEC7720 signal processor for this, the time needed is 12 ms per
template which is quite acceptable for a vocabulary of less than fifty words. The time
to match references using dynamic programming in the same processor varies between
10 ms and 15 ms.
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